Southeastern Immunology Symposium
Duke University, June 11-12, 2022

Please join us for the 9th annual Southeastern Immunology Symposium to be held at the Trent Semans Center for Health Education, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina.

Keynote speakers:
- Marco Colonna, Washington University School of Medicine
- Leslie Berg, University of Colorado School of Medicine
- Marion Pepper, University of Washington

Invited speakers:
- Duke: Carolyn Coyne, Ed Miao, Ashley Moseman
- Emory: Chaoran Li, Cindy Derdeyn
- UAB: Paige Porrett, Robert Welner
- Vanderbilt: Justin Balko, Mariana Byndloss
- UNC: Yuliya Pylayeva-Gupta, Yisong Wan
- NIEHS: Michael Fessler
- UVA: Jim Zimring
- Scripps-Florida: Laura Solt
- Louisville: Corey Watson
- Virginia Tech: Liwu Li
- Wake Forest: Zhiheng He

Plus: poster sessions, abstract awards, and talks selected from top abstracts

Registration, abstract submission & hotel reservations now open
https://sites.duke.edu/sis2022/

Abstract submission deadline: April 25, 2022
Early registration deadline: May 13, 2022